FIGURE SKATING
PRICE LIST

PRICE

DESCRIPTION
Rental of system equipment, installation and operation of the judging system to the latest version (level 3)

300€/day
0,37€/km + toll
min 4* hotel

Rental and installation of the system at the client (includes: rent of the judge system, installation of the judge system at the client)
Travel costs for the transport of 1 person and equipment to the client
If the competition is longer than 1 day, the client pays for accommodation in a hotel for 1 person (full board)
+ 2 days (1 day before the competition and 1 day after the competition)

Works for the implementation of the competition
100€/competition

200€/competition

Data entry in IceCalc if there are 100 or less competitors
printout of the competition schedule, printout of the start list, printout of results, export of xml files for publication on the website and
creation of the final protocol
Data entry in IceCalc if there are 101 or more competitors
printout of the competition schedule, printout of the start list, printout of results, export of xml files for publication on the website and
creation of the final protocol

Additional work for the implementation of the competition
100€/competition
200€/competition

Printout of diplomas, if there are 100 or less competitors
Printout of diplomas, if there are 101 or more competitors

70€/day
0,37€/km + toll
min 4* hotel

A person who enters data into the IceCalc program during a competition
Travel costs for the transport of 1 person
If the competition is longer than 1 day, the client pays for accommodation in a hotel for 1 person (full board)
+ 2 days (1 day before the competition and 1 day after the competition)

70€/day
0,37€/km + toll
min 4* hotel

A person who recorded on camera for judges panel and live streaming during a competition
Travel costs for the transport of 1 person
If the competition is longer than 1 day, the client pays for accommodation in a hotel for 1 person (full board)
+ 2 days (1 day before the competition and 1 day after the competition)

100€/day
70€/day
50€/day
100€/competition

The live broadcast of the competition on the EC portal (equipment rental, stream) - internet connection is provided by the client
Subtitled competitors
Streaming with the client's equipment to the EC portal
Detailed analysis of online competition monitoring for ISU needs…

Other offer
by agreement

Conducting a professional seminar via videoconference

